
General Knowledge | Brain Teasers | Comprehension Exercises

Hi! My name is Mila. 

Remember me? We met on Disney.BYJU’S Early 
Learn App. I am from Ordinary County.

Can I tell you a secret? Do you promise not to tell
anyone? Not even my brother Ezra!

I have a badge and when
it glows, I turn into

Kid Inc – the superhero.
Incredible, right?

Well, I love being a superhero.
For now, I have some school work
to finish. Superheroes have to do

homework too! 

Will you help me? I will finish it
faster with your help. 

Let’s get started!
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ACTIVITY 1
Around the globe with Kid Inc

ACTIVITY 2
Grammar Time with Miss Mala!

ACTIVITY 3
Mental Gymnastics with Ms Meridiem

ACTIVITY 4
Secret Superhero Work for O�icer Michael!

ACTIVITY 5
Fun with Ezra!

BONUS
Stickers Included
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Sri Lanka

Around the globe with Kid IncACTIVITY 1

REFERENCE:
https://www.gov.lk/content/index.php/post/countryoverview1  |  https://www.srilanka.travel/srilanka-at-a-glance
https://www.britannica.com/place/Sri-Lanka  |  https://kids.kiddle.co/Sri_Lanka  |  https://www.cbd.int/countries/profile/?country=lk
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/  |  https://www.collinsdictionary.com/  |  https://www.merriam-webster.com/

Flag of

Sri Lanka

Capital:
(Legislative)    Sri Jayawardenepura
(Commercial)    Colombo

Currency:    Sri Lankan Rupee

Currency Code:   LKR

Continent:    Asia

O�icial Languages: Sinhala, Tamil,
    and English
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Sri Lanka is an island surrounded by the Indian Ocean. It is an independent 
and sovereign country. Every six years, the citizens of Sri Lanka elect
a new government.

Sovereign (adjective)– Having the highest power or being completely 
independent

Island (noun) – A piece of land completely surrounded by water

Once upon a time, Sri Lanka was known as Serendib, Taprobane, the Pearl of 
the Indian Ocean, and Ceylon. Sri Lanka is densely populated. The bulk of the 
country's people live in the rural areas and rely on agriculture for a living. Rice 
is the main crop. Tea, rubber, and coconut are among key agricultural crops, 
with tea earning a significant amount of foreign exchange. Cocoa and spices, 
including cinnamon, cardamom, nutmeg, pepper and cloves, are other 
important crops.

Foreign exchange (noun) – The system by which the type of money used in 
one country is exchanged for another country's money, making international 
trade easier
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Natural vegetation covers more than a third of Sri Lanka's entire land area. 
Most have been depleted as a result of intensive forest removal for timber 
harvesting and farming. It is among the world's largest 25 biodiversity 
hotspots. Despite its small size, Sri Lanka has a wide variety of habitats, 
including forest, agricultural, aquatic, and coastal regions. To safeguard
the country's wildlife, the Sri Lankan government has established several 
national parks.

Vegetation (noun) – Plant life or total plant cover (as of an area)

Biodiversity (noun) – The existence of a large number of di�erent kinds of 
animals and plants that make a balanced environment

Ecosystem (noun) – All the plants and living creatures in a particular area 
considered in relation to their physical environment

Due to its eight UNESCO World Heritage Sites, 1,330 kilometres of coastline, 
many national parks with abundant wildlife, around 500,000 acres
of beautiful tea estates, 250 acres of botanical gardens, 350 waterfalls, 
and 25,000 water bodies, the country has a lot to o�er to tourists.

O�-season (noun) – A period of the year when there is less activity in business
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Instruction:  Read the aforementioned passage
and answer the questions

1. Which of the following is NOT an o�icial language of Sri Lanka?

a.Sinhala b.Tamil c.Hindi

Sri Lanka is densely populated.

a.True b.False c.Can’t say

Sri Lanka boasts of _______________UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

a.Seven b.Eight c.Fifteen

Sri Lanka is ___ island country.

a.A b.An c.The

There is a _____ on the Sri Lankan flag.

a.Lion b.Tiger c.Cat
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Instruction: Use the correct article: A or An?

Grammar Time with Miss Mala!ACTIVITY 2

squirrel

hedgehog

elephant 

owl

monkey

lion

tigerfox

yak
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1. Instruction: Study the cube and choose the correct option
    to replace the question mark

Mental Gymnastics with Ms MeridiemACTIVITY 3

?
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2. Balance the equation
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Secret Superhero Work for O�icer Michael!ACTIVITY 4

Instruction: Do as directed

1. Which one of the following 3-letter words can be made
     using these letters?

H N E O Y

a. Hey b. Hen

c. Eon d. All of the above
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a. fROa b. oQlK c. eMVz d. MUuo

2. Identify the odd one out from the following group of alphabets.

a. Show

b. Hide

c. Can’t say

d. None of the above

4. Guess the meaning of the underlined word by
     understanding the sentence.     
     He tried to conceal his sadness, but his father knew
     him too well. His father then took him out for an ice-cream,
     as it always cheered him up.

a. Embarrass b. Embarass c. Embaras d. Embarass

3. Find the correctly-spelt word.

a. Cookies b. Butter c. Yummy d. Some

5. Which one of the following words is an adjective in
     the given sentence? 
     I am making some yummy butter cookies for you. 
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Instruction: Help Ezra find 10 pencils in the classroom

Fun with Ezra!ACTIVITY 5
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Instruction: Colour me!
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BONUS STICKERS
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SOLUTIONS

ACTIVITY 1

3. b. Eight2. a. True

5. a. Lion

1. c. Hindi

4. b. An

1. 

2. (Option A)

1. Red + Dark Green + Blue + Yellow = Orange + Light Green + Yellow

2. Red + Dark Green + Blue + Yellow = Orange + (Blue + 2 Red) + Yellow

3. Dark Green = Orange + Red

ACTIVITY 3



SOLUTIONS

2. d. MUuo - the letters are not repeating 
anywhere else - U letter repeated

5. b. Hide 5. c. Yummy

1. d. All of the above

4. a. Embarrass

ACTIVITY 4

ACTIVITY 5
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